
Best Day Ever: Chris Chandler, 
analog artist

Chris Chandler in front of his art work at his studio, beside his Vandercook proofing press. The former sound man for the Flaming 
Lips lives a comfortable, analog life in Portland.

Chris Chandler has made it in Portland — twice. He had a rock and roll career and now is a visual artist. 
(Catch his marvelous solo show now at Elizabeth Leach Gallery through March 2.) 

Aside from his iPhone, he's almost completely analog. Chandler prints his art on a 5,000-pound 
Vandercook proofing press (which he fixes himself) and blasts his tunes on vinyl through valve amps and 
wired speakers. 

Here's Chandler's ideal day in Portland. 

After 30 years touring the world as sound guy to The Flaming Lips and Modest Mouse, he's a 
homebody in his Mt. Tabor neighborhood.

https://www.elizabethleach.com/f-chandler-elementalforms


•  "I usually make breakfast for my kids (age 8 and 14) — a hand-ground coffee pour-over, and 
oatmeal — but on weekends, we go to Coquine Market for espresso, and they have croissants 
from Little T bakery," he told Axios at the bar of the art-themed NW Ninth Avenue hotel Canopy. 

📚  His fave bookstore is Monograph Bookwerks. 

• "You walk in and (owner John Brodie) goes, 'Hey, I've been thinking about you, here's two books 
I've put aside.’" 

Chandler works with sumi ink, mulberry paper and Exacto knives, not computers. 

• "I'd get distracted by Instagram," he says. 

📻  For his valve radio, he built a tube AM radio transmitter and he runs a tiny pirate radio station 
with a signal radius of a block. As it has no name and no fixed frequency, the feds won't be coming for 
him. 

• "It has this warm sound. I can sit with it for 12 hours, but if it was music from a computer, I 
couldn't last half an hour.” 

🌮  Lunch is Por Que No? because the owners have watched his kids group up. 

• "Tacos, rice and beans, horchata. Nothing too fancy.” 

🎤  In the afternoon he'll visit his friend Kurt Doslu who runs Echo Audio, a mostly analog hi-fi 
equipment store. 

• "Kurt gets to know what you like. He sends you a text and lets you take it home for a week.” 

Chandler has a lifetime free pass to the Crystal Ballroom because Modest Mouse sold out five nights 
there in 2004. 

•  Recently he saw TV Girl with his daughter and pals. "I sit in the balcony with a beer and see if I 
know any of the dads there…” 

🍨  At the end of the day the family likes the mochi ice cream at Cheese & Crack. 

• "It's not like a big blizzard, it's little," he says. 

https://www.coquinepdx.com/market
http://littletbaker.com/about
https://www.monographbookwerks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/porquenotaqueria/?hl=en
https://echohifi.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VP24uiodYhc
https://www.cheeseandcrack.com/


Chris Chandler at Elizabeth Leach Gallery

The large-scale geometric prints are inspired by 20th-century 
utopian design movements and offer viewers the chance to 
relish balance and formal flourish.

JANUARY 19, 2024 | JASON N. LE 

VISUAL ART 

Installation view of Elemental Forms by Chris Chandler. Courtesy Elizabeth Leach 
Gallery. 

Elemental Forms, Chris Chandler’s first solo exhibition with Elizabeth Leach 
Gallery, is an intuitive lesson in searching for balance. The eight large monotype 

https://www.elizabethleach.com/f-chandler-elementalforms


relief prints are, as the exhibition’s statement explains, a “balance between 
formalism and improvisation[…], a delicate layering process of give and take, of 
knowing when to forge ahead and when to pause.” Indeed, the towering 
geometric compositions are a visually arresting demonstration of Chandler’s 
ability to juggle design constraints while at the same time finding pleasure in 
formalism. And in this search for balance, perhaps running undercurrent, is also 
the important spirit of endless possibility.  

For inspiration, Chandler often looks to the Bauhaus school and the 
Constructivist movement with admiration. Both approached art, design, and 
architecture with an emphasis on simple, harmonious geometric shapes, without 
excessive or elaborate flourish. And the influence (and his admiration) is obvious: 
Chandler’s hard-edge shapes are tightly organized within the confines of his 
picture planes, evoking the graphic experimentations of the early twentieth-
century movements. His lexicon is succinct, direct, and doesn’t stray far from the 
Bauhaus or Constructivist traditions.  

Chris Chandler, AB065, 2023, monotype relief print mounted on panel. Courtesy 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery.

https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/bauh/hd_bauh.htm
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/constructivism
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/constructivism


AB065, the only landscape-oriented print, operates almost like a key for 
understanding Chandler’s language of shapes: six evenly distributed gray circles, 
contrasting from the stark black that surrounds it, bear the ghostly imprints of 
the squares, circles, and triangles he employs– albeit with various cutouts and 
removals. Like a school lesson written on a chalkboard, AB065 reminds us of the 
foundational primacy of these shapes, that even the most seemingly complex and 
dynamic geometric forms are, really, a variation, multiplication, or manipulation 
of these core elements. 

Even Chandler’s color selections embody the Constructivist spirit: more than half 
the works utilize solid black shapes accented by variances of warm grays (not at 
all unlike AB065), which conjures a vintage feel to the works as if they have 
survived the past century since the movement was introduced to the public. It’s 
almost uncanny: AB057, a square composition of two translucent red circles 
layered over a set of concentric alternating black and white squares, is 
dramatically similar, if not nearly identical, to the clothing designs of Varvara 
Stepanova, a Constructivist designer (whose husband, Aleksandr Rodchenko, was 
one of the founders and a leading figure of the movement) tasked with designing 
uniform clothing for the working people of Moscow.  

Chris Chandler, AB057, 2023, monotype relief print mounted on panel. 
Courtesy Elizabeth Leach Gallery

https://theconversation.com/sublime-design-varvara-stepanovas-unisex-sports-uniform-27587
https://theconversation.com/sublime-design-varvara-stepanovas-unisex-sports-uniform-27587


Yet somehow, I will admit, the exhibition as a whole felt incohesive to me. That is, 
a few pieces – specifically AB063 and AB062 – seemed so different from the rest 
of their neighboring works. At first, I couldn’t understand why or how they folded 
into the mix. They certainly drew upon the established shape lexicon, but their 
unexpected colors and compositions contrasted the industrial “graphicness” of 
the other works in ways that were impossible to ignore. AB063, for example, 
displayed completely different approaches than the others, namely in its colors. 
They aren’t found anywhere else in the exhibition: a pale, soft yellow; an ever-so-
slightly-transparent navy-ish blue; a brushed gradient of orange to warm red. Its 
arrangement of circles and triangles takes a quieter approach, delicately layered 
to obscure their totality. I found myself less focused on what was recognizable 
and instead delightfully relishing in the shapes’ interactions with one another.  

After standing in the gallery for some time, I found the bright blues, yellows, and 
oranges of AB063, despite their relative vibrancy, to be an attractive buoy of relief 
in a sea of black/gray/red. It’s a funny deception of sorts, actually, as AB063 is 
one of the first works seen upon entering the gallery. Don’t get me wrong, it gives 
a striking first impression: it is warm, ethereal, and alive, with fewer immediately 
recognizable shape configurations and an enticing veil-like translucent layer that 
parts in the middle like partially-drawn curtains. But it’s just so markedly 
different from the rest of the body of work. It establishes an expectation that the 
rest of the pieces, once you turn the corner, will carry the same torch.  

Chris Chandler, AB063, 2023, monotype relief print mounted on panel. Courtesy 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery.



Similarly, I found AB062 to also be attractive in its outlier status. Being one of 
the larger prints, AB062 is pared down and minimal. A blue (the same as 
in AB063) circle in the upper portion matches the width of the panel, reaching 
the upper and side edges of the picture plane without compromising its integrity, 
while five identical obtuse triangles stack below it. While the background is not 
empty (a close look reveals a faint grid), it is a focused use of negative space that 
calmly yet confidently directs attention rather than gesturing towards a lack in 
the composition. In other words, it is a successful, poetic “less is more” approach 
that contrasts the fullness of its surrounding works. 

Normally, I wouldn’t think too much about something like this. After all, outliers 
in a set are often the hallmark of new direction. However, the visual continuity of 
the other works – the in-your-face hard edges of the black circles, the dramatic 
swaths of red upon brushed gray backgrounds, the weighty, heavy fullness of 
their organization – just seemed to push AB063 and AB062 towards exile by 
cause of difference. But frankly, I’m not sure if, in this case, this is to be read as a 
misstep.  

Chris Chandler, AB062, 2023, monotype relief print mounted on panel. Courtesy 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery.



I found myself thinking about the utopian interests of Constructivism, their 
desire for new approaches to art and design that reflected the modern urban and 
vehicled the ideals of a socialist society. In my opinion, this is a demonstration of 
a kind of world-building, of envisioning the contours and details of new spaces. 
But the crucial question to ask of such a vision is: whom does that kind of utopia 
serve? Certainly it can’t be everyone. Although the constitutive parts of 
Chandler’s elemental forms are comprised of the same building blocks, AB063 is 
a testament to the importance of difference– that maybe difference, the 
predecessor of possibility, is another elemental form needed to configure new 
worlds.  

Take, as another way of thinking about this importance of ever-unfolding 
possibility, the portrait-oriented AB061. By layering solid black shapes, whose 
hard-edge boldness tends to command visual attention, and by removing parts of 
their whole, what lies beneath is revealed: more shapes, more compositions. The 
removal does not read as a lack, rather it functions like a window, a glimpse into 
another possible configuration of geometric elements. Shape dances with its own 
absences to create new shapes, as if we could crop the compositions or zoom in 
and out ad infinitum and continually discover new possibility after new 
possibility, even while (re-)using the same foundational tools. The work suggests 
constant evolution, and accompanying this, constant visual pleasure. 

Chris Chandler, AB061, 2023, monotype relief print mounted on panel. Courtesy 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery.



Elemental Forms is not simply a mimicry of the modernist aesthetic movements. 
To use Constructivism as the only rubric for understanding the work would be a 
disservice to the work Chandler has done to balance his inspirations, his 
predecessors, and his own attuned understanding of spatial relations. Regardless 
of whether or not you intimately know the history of Constructivism, it’s very 
apparent that Chandler has an eye for graphic design– particularly a fun, mostly 
serious eye. Across all the works, he demonstrates a keen awareness and skill for 
toying with formal elements of arranging shapes on the picture plane. Yet there is 
a tuned simplicity to the works: his geometric compositions are stern and not at 
all shy, speckled with surprising moments that evidence the presence of his hand, 
allowing space for both the trained and the casual viewer to appreciate shape and 
color. Elemental Forms is a bold debut for Chandler at Elizabeth Leach Gallery, 
and it will be exciting to see what new forms emerge in future iterations.



VizArts Monthly: New year, new art
The new year brings new exhibitions to galleries and art venues 
across the state. Jason N. Le introduces some highlights.

JANUARY 3, 2024 | JASON N. LE 

VISUAL ART, VIZARTS MONTHLY 

Dearest readers, welcome to 2024!  

The other day, my colleague and I were chatting about the trends and tendencies we 
hope to see in the 2024 visual arts scene. The first thing that came to my mind was more 
collaboration! I’ve written about collaboration before, but I’ll repeat myself because I 
love how creative minds across Oregon’s art scene come together to share a collective 
vision informed by their individual perspectives. The cross-pollination of creative and 
deep thinking is one of the things that makes our visual arts scene what it is. You’ll find 
me on this hill for a long, long time. (If you’re curious, our other 2024 visions are a 
return to paintings laden with pictorial symbols, more thinking about the gallery space 
as a single, cohesive installation à la the 1960s-expanded-sculpture scene, and more 
research-based curatorial practices.) 

And once again, this month’s selections have not let me down. This month’s group 
exhibitions focus on time and its passage. The works themselves are not explicitly about 
time explicitly, but rather reflectively, considering the generational shift of creative 
minds. Where group exhibitions like Distinct Visions at Don Dexter Gallery 
or Northwest Masters at Russo Lee Gallery celebrate influential legacies or the 
maturation point of one’s career, Dialogues (appropriately named!) at The Patricia 
Reser Center for the Arts showcases new voices finding their paths. On a different scale, 
Juan Miguel Santiago’s On Breaking at Gambrel Gallery thinks abstractly about the 
experiences of longing and heritage felt by the immigrant diaspora, which evolves in 
shape as its generations continue in new or familiar places. It’s as if the presence and 



passing of time is felt, yet perhaps willingly ignored in the way these contemporary 
voices are speaking to and with those that came before them. 

Work by Chris Chandler. Image courtesy Elizabeth Leach Gallery 

Elemental Forms 
Chris Chandler 
January 4 – March 2 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery 
417 NW 9th Ave, Portland (Tues – Sat 10:30am – 5:30pm) 

https://www.elizabethleach.com/f-chandler-elementalforms


For his first solo exhibition with Elizabeth Leach Gallery, Chris Chandler presents his 
latest series of large monotype relief prints, Elemental Forms. Chandler, who also 
runs Neu Haus Press in southeast Portland, typically works by tearing and re-
assembling relief prints pulled off his Vandercook proofing press into large-scale, bold, 
geometric compositions unafraid of color and strong shapes. It’s a unique process with 
stunning results, at once aware of the rules and expectations of his medium yet ready to 
bend and manipulate them to fit his improvisational approach to Bauhaus/
Constructivist-like formalism. While you’re there, make sure to also check out Vessels + 
Forms from the Estate of Deborah Horrell, an elegant yet visually arresting exploration 
of the glass vessel form by the late artist. 

https://www.neuhauspress.com/


 
Chris Chandler 
OPENS JAN 4 | ELIZABETH LEACH GALLERY, FREE 

Chandler’s monotype relief prints are constructed from abstractions of sounds and words, song 
titles, and sometimes the music itself—drawing from his former career as a sound engineer and 
tour manager. He prints geometric shapes and letters with analog typography methods before 
tearing and reassembling them into new forms, creating bold, Bauhaus-inspired designs that 
feel at once static and alive with rhythm. This show, Elemental Forms, is his first with the 
gallery. 

https://email.sagacitymedia.com/e3t/Ctc/ZS+113/cBZNv04/MWK2swZdknCW27srzC1KqKVTVNrtzX57CH9LN61zzVR3qgyTW8wLKSR6lZ3kJW6jF5_96lVpgdW3S4RXd9cL-zjW1r_tbR9dsZrTW68Xr-j88NH7JW502xkZ84f0_QW549TYn1n5j_-W4lh-DS6P8ZR0VGwFw08z4BCbW5KGn0W3Sg65yW6HtWGx7vc2Q6W31Btvj7LQDK3W8xqrDH5MP2mMW1cTbZp8vPLJ-V5BWnb6FT_-XM8NCTbJSZccW5qkb8M41sxC2W49HTY71Kyf71W1rFyCR7LW-3ZW7_wJv-6RWB54N2F6pK0K64JRW6tqJN88mNYCVW9knShK42s5Q2W98x3gb5Z3gJcW4c-s7H8KWCdDW3zrbjb5VGZRnW6-d_SJ9dZcqkN5b0vjr6JZjzW5fmLlY1C1d4Zf2Lt9Ps04


Chris Chandler, Machine Theory. Courtesy of the artist and Alchemy Gallery, New York 

Alchemy Gallery is excited to announce Machine Theory, a solo exhibition by Chris 
Chandler. 

The exhibition opens on May 11, 2023 and runs through to June 17, 2023 at Alchemy 
Gallery. An opening reception will be held on Thursday, May 11, from 6 to 8pm. 

Machine Theory focuses on the study of relative motion between numerous machine 
components and the forces that act on them. Chandler adopts elements of this theory 
with his large-scale printworks, working in modes of deconstruction and reconstruction 
with modular type and letterpress printmaking. 

Machine Theory pays homage to the tools Chandler uses in his practice, namely, a 
Vandercook 232P letterpress machine, Alpha-Blox, and Futura Schmuck woodcut fonts. 
Chandler and his father describe his artmaking practice as “Art-Mechanica”, a nod to his 
beloved letterpress machine and inspiration for the exhibition’s title, Machine Theory. 
As Chandler puts it “using the mechanics of ‘the machine’ to guide the process of the 
print.” 



Chandler’s printworks communicate an admiration for the Bauhaus and Constructivist 
movements, and a fondness for the origins of graphic design and typography. Chandler’s 
sizable works are the product of a deep understanding and appreciation of the tools used 
in his studio. They reveal Chandler’s intimate connection with letterpress tools of old, 
and his experimentation with layers of predominantly neutral and primary colors, bold 
repetitive patterns, and constructing and deconstructing the modular letterpress type. 
The large-scale and unique pieces that comprise Machine Theory celebrate abstractions 
of simple alphabetic forms, minor tears and blemishes created by Chandler’s touch, and 
creases from wheat pasting; a practice carried on from his career as a tour manager in 
the music industry. 

It's an age-old rivalry–man versus machine. It's almost too trite to mention it, 
boarding on old hat. And yet still, we find ourselves in fear of being conquered—of the 
machine so seamlessly simulating humanness that even the keenest among us would 
not be able to tell intellect from the algorithm. Even so, every new technology has its 
day in the sun before night falls on its formidable novelty. New machines become old 
machines—from fearsome to humdrum or, worse yet, irrelevant. And what of those 
that fall to obscurity? It is no longer man versus machine but machine at the mercy of 
man. And, in this almost tender bond, man begins to learn more of himself through the 
machine's own vulnerability as glitches and defects turn into intriguing chance 
encounters. 

As a sound engineer for 30 years, Chris Chandler's relationship with technology has 
long played a central role in his life. However, his real bond with a machine came 
when he bought his first 5,000 lb Vandercook 232P letterpress in 1996. He taught 
himself the craft by printing posters and album covers for the bands with whom he 
worked. It wasn't until after he retired from the road that his practice shifted toward 
abstraction and into the realm of fine arts. Largely inspired by modernist typography 
originating out of the Bauhaus, he uses modular-type woodcut blocks to construct his 
compositions. He often starts with a phrase or a song lyric and organizes the modular 
wood blocks to spell out the words before slowly deconstructing each letter until all 
legibility is lost. In this way, he diverges from his Bauhaus predecessors and Maholy-
Nagy’s “clarity of the message”. Communicability is here exchanged for more 
intuitable forms of knowledge, sensed rather than read. Black squares, quarter circles, 
and triangular points—the building blocks of all possible written words— merge, abut, 
and overlay to produce new optical effects. This concern with the elemental 
components of form also harkens back to the forebears of abstraction, most notably 
Kazimir Malevich. However, Chandler's black squares are less expressions of the 
supreme reality of geometrism than they are meditations on the boundaries of 
typographical expression. 

Much like the artists of the Bauhaus, Chandler openly embraces the machine in his art. 
However, unlike the Bauhaus, his interests lie not in mass reproducibility but in 
finding the irreproducible through an inherently reproducible medium. To do this, he 
works in collaboration with the machine, merging intention with chance. The tearing 



of wheat paste stretched too thin creates cracks through the composition, like veins in 
marble. Running blank sheets through the press to clean off excess ink leaves echoes of 
the previous print; each echo grows fainter with every pass, a poetic dissolution into 
an empty page. Or the markings produced from a rag wiped across to clean a block 
generates a weathered quality. These echos or remnants are layered like palimpsests, 
one atop another, suggesting a sense of movement, depth, and narrative. 

Akin to a Cagian attention to silence, Chandler remains attuned to what his machine 
quietly discloses during moments between more active thought. Like when he runs the 
machine, passing the print back and forth through the press. An otherwise rote task 
provides a moment of generative reflection. He watches as his machine relays his 
compositions back to him in fragments, upside-down, and backwards—providing 
insight into new perspectives. Chandler doesn’t just direct his medium and tools, but 
listens and allows them to inform his practice and designs. The Brazilian neo-concrete 
artist Lygia Pape comes to mind, who, like Chandler, plays on the material properties 
of her medium to generate expressive tension in the composition. Chris Chandler’s 
collaboration with his machine results in a beautiful merging of the organic and the 
manufactured, where fear has given way to a fertile union between man and machine. 

(Words by Bronwyn Roe)



Intentional Misregistration
Shara Chwaliszewski

Students from the MFA Print Media program and Watershed Center for Fine Art Publishing and Research, PNCA. 
Photo courtesy of the artist. 

“I like how the registration kind of goes off here,” Chris Chandler explains, leaning as 
he gestures. Chandler and I are walking around the gallery, talking about his recent 
show, Modular Shifts. Much of his work as a large-scale abstract letterpress print artist 
incorporates layers and torn areas, resulting in little disruptions of information, 
interruptions that the eye skips across as the brain inserts its own connections. “I like 
to disjoin a bit,” he continues, “so it just breaks it up and it’s not these complete 
shapes or circles; it has that disconnect which I enjoy.”

Challenging the conventions of letterpress through these subversions of tradition, 
Chandler’s practice is at once autodidactic, disciplined, and iconoclastic; open to the 
opportunities presented by chance and error; and fostered by engagement with other 



artists. Chandler’s printmaking is a second act, and his thirty years blending and 
balancing sound for touring bands informs his work. Musical references come up often 
in our conversation, often serving to reveal structure, a constraint Chandler both 
accepts and challenges.

At work mixing sound. Flaming Lips Tour, San Francisco, 1999. Photo courtesy of the artist. 

We are standing in front of The Space Between Us, a rare collaboration between 
Chandler and rubber stamp artist Savvas Verdis created during the height of the 
pandemic. Chandler prefers to work alone or with an assistant in his Portland studio, 
using a 5000-pound Vandercook 232P letterpress machine and large-scale 
woodblocks. “We were supposed to get together and do a project and the pandemic 
hit. Verdis came up with the space between us line which means two things to him: 
one is I’m in Portland, he’s in London, and then also he teaches economics. During the 
pandemic, we all saw more class separation, the spaces between the wealthy and the 
poor. So I printed the words underneath. You can see them kind of bleeding through, 
and you can also see it through the tears.”

https://savvasverdis.com/


The Space Between Us, 2021, Monotype relief print on Kikakura paper, mounted on panel, framed in Walnut, 48" x 
48" x 2". Courtesy of the artist and Elizabeth Leach Gallery. 

Although they don’t feature in all the pieces he makes, the tears are one notable 
characteristic of Chandler’s style, and they set his work apart from most printmakers. 
As we look more closely at The Space Between Us, he reminisces about an early show 
of his prints. "The first show I was doing was with a print group that was teaching and 
wanted to show some of my work. They panicked thinking it all got destroyed in 
shipping, like someone went in with a knife or their keys and tore it all. They liked it 
after we talked about it, but the initial thought was fear. I had to explain to them that 
was not the case; it was supposed to be that way.”

Chandler taught himself printmaking during his sound engineering days. He laughs as 
he says, “I never took classes, and I never went to school, so I didn’t learn the correct 
way to do it. A lot of the way I do it I made up as I went along. Maybe I can’t unteach 
myself the way I do things. It seemed to come naturally. I did posters and a lot of 
ephemera when I was on the road. We did popcorn boxes for a party, things that were 
meant to be cool but disposable. When I quit touring and wanted to do my own art, I 
had the idea of using the letterpress machine as my way to make art. So instead of the 
paintbrush or instead of whatever I chose a huge 5000 pound machine.”



Standing in front of Modular Shifts, the 18’ x 10’ relief print installation that gives the 
show its name, Chandler considers a potential project. “I would like to take like a wall 
like this and use these patterns but do it like it’s a drumbeat. So that circle would the 
kick, that would be the snare.” He trails off, his gaze not so much at the mural on the 
wall but the ones building in our heads as he speaks. “I want to try and do patterns in a 
bigger way. Not that anyone would know that’s a drumbeat, but they might see 
different rhythms.”

Modular Shifts, 2022, Relief print installation, 18' x 10'. Courtesy of the artist and Washington State University, 
Vancouver. 

When I ask Chandler what ambitions he has as far as scale, he begins by talking about 
the transition from the music industry to full-time art-making. It was then that the 
scale of his work shifted. “I got invited to Print Week in St. Louis, right when I got out 
of touring, and they said bring your posters and talk about poster-making. I thought, 
everybody does that, and my wife said: do something big. Take what’s on the page and 
put it on the wall. Like when somebody walks into a venue, you’ve got the band on 
stage, you look up, you see it. I wanted to figure out a way to do that.”

Modular Shifts, Chandler informs me, will be recreated on the outside of a building. 
“I’ve done two or three of these about this size. A developer wants to take a piece like 
this and have it on the outside of their building, six stories tall. What they’ll do is 
they’ll come look at this, they’ll take a picture of it and get closeups, then they’ll give it 
to a mural artist who will recreate it as a painting, but they’ll try and get all the [tears 
and] inking marks.” Like scale and abstraction, these inconsistencies are now 
considered worth preserving as hallmarks of Chandler’s work, but he tells me, “when I 



started doing this and posting about it a lot of printers would reach out to me and said 
hey, I can help you, why are those marks on there, why is it torn, you don’t have to do 
this, why is it this way? They were struggling with it. Printmakers are the nicest people 
around and so willing to help and willing to share information, but also I think that it’s 
a very precise and technically driven practice and when they see you get done with a 
print after you’ve worked so hard on it and you tear it, it’s a bit of a “why did you do 
that?” moment for other printmakers.”

Fade-Out, 2022, Variable relief print on Mohawk Cotton paper, 11' x 54.5" Edition of 5, co-published with Watershed 
at PNCA/Willamette University. Courtesy of the artist and Elizabeth Leach Gallery 

“It’s not for everyone,” Chandler continues with a wry smile, as we look at Modular 
Shifts and Fade-Out. “The ink wiping that I like to do came from when I was cleaning a 
wooden block and ran a page and thought it was kind of cool. I worked up this system 
of inking by hand with the rags and diluting the ink with burnt plate oil and Gamsol 
[mineral spirits], and I vary it depending on how dense I want the color. The trick with 
the ink wiping technique is control. I control the exact amount of ink that’s on the rag, 
as well as the pressure, so it takes a little bit of time for me to figure it out.” Those 
inconsistencies enliven the lines and shapes that begin as separate marks, coalesce 
into lines that connect and then disconnect, their registrations slightly off, reaching 
towards each other across divides. in all directions the motion stutters across the 
barriers, providing a little frisson, a thrill of something slightly askew. “I like it, 
Chandler explains, because it adds movement and depth to the piece; it adds 
something that’s not normal in the print world.”

What’s normal, or at least conventional, in the letterpress print world, is smaller work 
that transmits encoded visual information. Words. Alpha-Blox, one of the modular 
types that Chandler uses in his work, consists not of individual letters but of “curves, 
straight sections, L’s, T’s, U’s and other patterns,”[1] so that letters as well as borders 
can be built from the parts. Chandler acknowledges that “when you think of 
letterpress, at least when I do, you get a lot of people that mention wedding invites, 
broadsides, smalls, things like that, you don’t think of a big piece.” Chandler uses two-

http://drainmag.com/intentional-misregistration/#ftn1


foot square wood type versions of the metal type, printing, repeating, and combining 
the disassembled letterform segments to create his abstractions. They’re not 
informational in the way people expect letterpress pieces to be, and certainly nowhere 
near the same size.

Other works float on the wall, empaneled and framed, hung but still seeming 
unconfined, as if they were about to tear themselves strategically and reveal a new 
layer. The tear concept, Chandler tells me, came about through capitalizing on error 
and good advice. “I had come up with the idea of printing pieces and wheatpasting 
them on panels. When I did the first one, I had my design, I had my four [printed] 
pieces, 48” by 48” ready to go. I went down to the lumber store to get a piece of 
plywood and I told them I needed it cut down; they said it’s fifty cents a cut and it’s not 
going to be accurate, but we’ll get it close.

I got back to the studio, and it wasn’t even close. There was all this space where the 
[four] prints weren’t connecting. My friend Max Collins, a street artist who works with 
wheatpaste, said, ‘when I wheatpaste I’m up two stories, three stories or wherever and 
I’ll tear the print and move it to the edge, so it makes the edges all the same. From two 
stories down you don’t see the little tear. He said let’s just do that, so it’s all even; we 
can see how it fits and don’t worry about the tears.’ We did that, and I just sat there 
and stared at it, for about a week.

Then I was in my studio and my friend Lisa walked by, and asked what I was doing. I 
said I’m looking at this and I really like it, but I don’t know if I should tear it or leave it. 
She said that’s easy: if you want to be a designer, don’t tear; if you want to be an 
artist, tear. The tears were a lot more at the beginning; I tamed it down a little bit, got 
a little more calculated.”



AB039, 2022 Monotype Relief Print on Awagami Kozo paper, mounted on panel, framed in Walnut, 48" x 48" x 2". 
Courtesy of the artist and Elizabeth Leach Gallery 

That mix of intention and experimentation results in pieces that may not appear 
related to Chandler's original ideas. Chandler considers plans a useful starting point 
from which to diverge as opportunities for exploration present themselves, a 
sometimes necessary “you are here” to navigate from and towards. When I ask 
Chandler how his designs come together, he gives me an example: "I have little 2” x 2” 
cut outs of all these fonts, backed with a little cardboard. I carry them in a bag and lay 
them out in designs and stack them. Like a little laptop, but analog. That’s a good way 
for me to start building ideas and shapes and that’s what I do for the bigger pieces 
like Modular Shifts. The smaller ones come together more just when I’m at the press; 
I'll be just messing around with them and [they] kind of come together as we go.”

With some of the bigger 4’ x 4’ or 4’ x 8’ prints I’ll spell out a word or a letter, and 
then I’ll start scrambling it. I have a loft in the studio with a big open space, so I’ll spell 
out the word, go up in my loft and look down, run down the stairs, and turn a few 
pieces and run back up, run down, and turn a few pieces, and just go back and forth 
until it turns into something. That way it’s a starting point, but also abstract. People 



may never figure out the word, but you can tell [looking at Modular Shifts] that’s 
maybe a V, that could have been an E at one time and an O or number 8. So, it’s all 
familiar for some reason but not obvious which I like.”

Chris Chandler’s Studio. Courtesy of the artist. 

The titles of Chandler’s work are numbered, a reference to his love of music and a way 
to provide a loose chronological organization. Standing in front of AB039, he explains 
that “when you’d collect Impulse Jazz or Blue Note records everything would have a 
number on it, so 001 you know that probably came out, what, 1966; it was kind of 
early on, and you can kind of see the trajectory. AB039 is the 39th Alpha-Blox one. 



You can look at all these and say okay that’s what he was doing at that time. I like that 
linear footprint that you leave as an artist.”

The next step is his first show with Elizabeth Leach. Recently signed by the gallery, 
Chandler has plans to add a sculptural and interactive dimension to his inaugural 
show, scheduled for early 2024. Again, as with the drumbeat mural he talked into 
being earlier in our conversation, Chandler shares ideas on work he dreams of making. 
“One thing I’m working on is making blocks, two feet by two feet by two feet, with 
shapes wheatpasted onto each side. We’ll have maybe eight cubes in the middle of the 
room, and people could come by and redesign it or reshape it.” He pauses, his gaze 
going off into the distance again. “So then you’d have the walls covered with prints and 
have something in the middle of the room that you can walk around, a kind of 
sculpture that’ll give you the middle space.”

And then, as so many times throughout our conversation, Chandler is talking about 
music and how his love of early punk rock sparked a new line of inquiry. “When I was 
fourteen, I got to spend some time with this band The Clash. I took a bunch of 
mediocre photos backstage, but they have a weird sense of the 80s, early 80s, just the 
band sitting around eating pizza or drinking a beer or hanging with the fans. I want to 
take some of those and recreate them, maybe one of Joe Strummer sitting up against 
the wall with a beer and do that in a 4’ x 6’ print. I’ve been experimenting with taking 
an old photo and recreating it as a wood block, and then underneath it I'll have Alpha-
Blox bleeding through the tears. I’m not sure that’s my new direction but it’s 
something to have fun with and mess around with.”

The Clash backstage with fans, St. Paul, MN, 1984. Photo courtesy of the artist. 



Chandler continues to find unusual ways to combine and confuse visual information, 
often getting inspiration by capitalizing on the unplanned and unexpected. Even his 
choice of medium or, more accurately, how he has taken it to unexpected places 
through his improvisations, is unique. While there are other printmakers working with 
letterpress, his abstracted, oversized, and manipulated prints stand out, rhythmic 
messages thrumming steadily and then fibrillating breathlessly now and then, at a 
frequency always just beyond apprehension; a combination of the familiar and the 
unknown.





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

















 

 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 





�OR�SOME�REASON���ASSUMED��HRIS¥S�HOME�WOULD�BE�A�SPACE�IN�WHICH��AUHAUS�MET��ONSTRUCTIONISM
»THEN�FELL�IN�LOVE�WITH�DAPPER�	ADA��ONLY�TO�EVENTUALLY�LEAVE�	ADA�AND�COMMIT�TO��NDUSTRIAL��WITH�AN
OCCASIONAL�SMOOCH�FROM��OP¼�IN�SOME�TANGLED�AĊAIR���HOSE�WERE�THE�STRANDS���PICKED�UP�ON�IN�THE
PRESENCE�OF�HIS�ARTWORK����WAS�WRONG�TO�ASSUME�ANYTHING��HOWEVER��BECAUSE�WHEN���VISITED��HRIS�AND�HIS
WIFE��ONI¥S�HOME�IT�WAS�NOTHING�LIKE�THE�BRIGHT��MODERNIST��NEARLY�INDUSTRIAL�INTERIOR�OF��HRIS¥S�STUDIO�
�NSTEAD��THERE�WAS�SO�MUCH�RADIANT��TIME�WORN��DARK�WOOD��AN�ALMOST�GOTHIC�ROMANTIC�SPECTRUM�OF�ART

AND�OBJECTS��AND�A�FAR�FROM�THE�CITY�FEELING�

�ESTLED�INTO�A�GREEN�HILLSIDE��BORDERING�A�LARGE�SWATCH�OF�TREES���HRIS�LIVES�WITH�HIS�WIFE��ONI�AND�THEIR
TWO�YOUNG�CHILDREN���LENDING�STYLISTIC�FORCES��THEIR�HOME�IS�A�PERSONAL�MASH�UP�INTENDED��IT�WOULD�SEEM�
FOR�REST�AND�RESETTING��RECHARGING��COZINESS��PLAY�AND�COMFORT���OR�THE�KIDS��THERE�WERE�NOOKS�GALORE�
NOOKS�SO�FANCIFUL�AND�GENEROUS�IN�DETAIL�AND�INTENTIONALITY�IT�MADE�ME�ENVIOUS¸NOT�SO�MUCH�FOR�THE

ROOMS�EXACTLY��BUT�FOR�CHILDHOOD�ITSELF���HE�KID¥S�SPACES�WERE�MAGNETIC��BUT�BECAUSE�BOTH�CHILDREN�WERE
STRUCK�PAINFULLY�SHY�IN�MY�PRESENCE����DECIDED�IT�WAS�INTRUSIVE�TO�PHOTOGRAPH�THEIR�PRIVATE�ROOMS��SO��
LEĕ�THEM�OUT�OF�THIS��
����ISSUE�



�MONG�NEARLY�CEILING�HIGH�COLLECTIONS�OF�RECORDS��THE�ART�OF�MANY�FRIENDS�AND�MUSICIANS��AUDIO
EQUIPMENT��BOOKS��RELIGIOUS�EPHEMERA��VINTAGE�OBJECTS��AND�VERNACULAR�PHOTOGRAPHY��THERE�WERE��OF
COURSE��TRAINS�AND�CAKES�AND�DINOSAURS�AND�VIDEO�GAMES��MARKERS�OF�PLEASURE�AND�PLAY���ONI��WHO�WORKS

IN�THE�WORLD�OF�HOTELS�AND�HOSPITALITY��HAS�IMPARTED�A�DISTINCTLY�FEMININE��OLD�WORLD�AESTHETIC�INTO�THEIR
HOME��THERE�IS�NOT�THE�STARK�MINIMALISM�OF��HRIS¥S�STUDIO�SPACE��BUT�A�SHARED��COMMINGLED�AESTHETIC�OF
BOTH�THEIR�SENSIBILITIES��ALL�INFUSED�WITH�OBJECTS�NOTABLE�FOR�THEIR�REFERENCES�TO�PERSONAL�LINEAGE��PERSONAL
INTERESTS��AND�PARTICULAR�COMFORTS�

ELLO ��HRIS���¥M�FAMILIAR�WITH�YOU�AS�A�LETTERPRESS�ARTIST��BUT���KNOW�YOU�HAD�A�PREVIOUS

CAREER�AS�A�TOUR�MANAGER�AND�SOUND�ENGINEER��OW�DID�YOUR�CAREER�IN�MUSIC�AĊECT�WHERE�YOU
NOW�CALL�HOME¢

�HRIS����WAS�STILL�TOURING�FULL�TIME�WHEN�WE�BOUGHT�THIS�HOUSE���HE�APPEAL�WAS�THE�SECLUSION
AND�PEACEFUL�SETTING���ĕER�LIVING�ON�A�TOUR�BUS��COMING�HOME�TO�A�HOUSE�SURROUNDED�BY�NATURE
WAS�A�WONDERFUL�BREAK�FROM�THE�CRAZY��TOUR�LIFESTYLE�



�ONI����KNOW�YOU�WORK�IN�THE�HOTEL�INDUSTRY�AND�AM�SIMILARLY�CURIOUS�IF�THAT�CAREER�HAS
AĊECTED�THE�WAY�YOU�LIVE�AT�HOME�

�ONI����USED�TO�IRON�EVERY�BEDROOM¥S�BEDDING�WITH�PERFECTLY�CURATED�AMENITIES���E�WOULD�HAVE
BANDS�STAY�WITH�US�WHILE�ON�TOUR��TOO�SCARED�TO�SLEEP�ON�THE�BED��LET�ALONE�PULL�BACK�THE�COVERS
AND�MESS�UP�THE�SHEETS���¥VE�COME�TO�TERMS�THAT�OUR�HOME�ISN¥T�A�HOTEL��IT¥S�MEANT�TO�BE�LIVED�IN�

	ID�YOU�BOTH�KNOW�THIS�WAS�THE�RIGHT�HOME�FOR�YOU�WHEN�YOU�čRST�ENCOUNTERED�IT¢

�ONI���HRIS�WAS�ACTUALLY�IN��ORTLAND�PLACING�AN�OĊER�ON�ANOTHER�PLACE�WHEN�WE�čNALLY�GOT
SOME�PHOTOS�OF�THIS�HOUSE���HIS�WAS�PRE�SMARTPHONES��SO�THEY�WERE�EMAILED�TO�ME�AT�WORKęIN
������HEY�WEREN¥T�STAGED�PHOTOS�ęIN�FACT��THEY�WEREN¥T�GOOD�PHOTOS�AT�ALL��BUT���FELL�IN�LOVE
IMMEDIATELY���T�WAS�LIKE�NOTHING�WE¥D�SEEN����CALLED��HRIS�AND�TOLD�HIM�TO�GET�OUT�OF�THE�HOUSE
HE�WAS�BIDDING�ON�AND�TO�GET�THIS�ONE��THIS�WAS�OUR�HOUSE��AND�HE�TRUSTED�ME����WOULDN¥T�SAY�IT

WAS�MY�STYLE�OR��HRIS¥S�EITHER��IT�WAS�JUST�THE�PERFECT�BLEND���HE�WALK�IN�SHOE�CLOSEST�DIDN¥T
HURT�EITHER�





�Y�FAVORITE�VIGNETTE�OF�YOUR�HOME�IS�THE�STAIRWELL����LOVE�ITS�PEACHY��MOTTLED�WALLS��THE
COLLECTION�OF�DANGLING�ROSARIES�AND�THE�PORTRAIT�OF�A�MAN�IN��NDIA�STARING�DOWN�FROM�ABOVE�
�HE�COMBINATION�PACKS�A�PUNCH ��OULD�YOU�TELL�ME�ABOUT�YOUR�COLLECTION�OF�ROSARIES�AND

RELIGIOUS�OBJECTS¢

�ONI���OSARIES�KEEP�čNDING�THEIR�WAY�INTO�OUR�LIVES ��HE�čRST��A�CLAY�ROSARY��WAS�FROM��HRIS¥S
PARENTS��WHO�PICKED�IT�UP�IN��AN��IGUEL���EXICO���HE�COLORING�AND�TEXTURE�FELT�GOOD�AGAINST
THE��ENETIAN�PLASTER�WALLS�OF�THE�STAIRCASE��NOT�A�PRACTICAL�PLACE�TO�HANG�ANYTHING�REALLY��BUT�IT
WORKED���HE�SMALLER��WOODEN�ROSARY�IS�FROM�ONE�OF�MY�FAVORITE�HOUSEKEEPERS�AT�THE�HOTEL���HE
BROUGHT�IT�BACK�FROM�
THIOPIA�WHILE�VISITING�HER�FAMILY��AS�A�GIĕ���HE�LARGEST�ROSARY�IS�FROM

�TALY�AND�HUNG�IN�MY�MOTHER¥S�BEDROOM�FOR�AS�LONG�AS���REMEMBER���HE�RECENTLY�PASSED��AND��
KNEW���WANTED�IT�FOR�OUR�HOME�



�OU�ONCE�RENTED�YOUR�HOUSE�TO�HAVE�A�TELEVISION�CREW�SHOOT�IN�IT��	ID�YOU�END�UP�SEEING�THE
SHOW��AND�WHAT�WAS�IT�LIKE�TO�WITNESS�YOUR�PERSONAL�SPACE�BEING�¦LIVED�IN§�BY�A�čCTIONAL
FAMILY¢

�HRIS���HE�PREMISE�OF�THE�EPISODE�WAS�ABOUT�A�YOUNG�BOY�THAT�WAS�POSSESSED�BY�A�DEMON���
SCENE�SHOWED�ANOTHER�DEMON�BREAKING�THROUGH�THE�WINDOW�IN�MY�SONªS�ROOM�AND�KIDNAPPING
THE�LITTLE�BOY�FROM�HIS�BED����CAN¥T�IMAGINE�MY�SON�WATCHING�THAT�AND�EVER�GETTING�A�GOOD�NIGHT
SLEEP�IN�HIS�ROOM�AGAIN�

�ONI����WAS�MOST�EXCITED�TO�SEE�THAT�A�ZUCCHINI�CAKE���MADE�SITTING�IN�A�GLASS�COVERED�CAKE�STAND

WAS�IN�A�PROMINENT�SCENE 



�OU¥VE�INTERSPERSED�YOUR�COLLECTION�OF�ARTWORKS�WITH�HUMBLE��PERSONAL�FAMILY�PHOTOGRAPHS
GOING�BACK�GENERATIONS��OW�DO�YOU�DECIDE�HOW�TO�PAIR�¤ARTWORK¥�WITH�YOUR�PERSONAL�
LINEAGE�RELATED�COLLECTION�OF�PHOTOGRAPHS¢

�ONI�ę��LOVE�MIXING�MEDIUMS�AND�STYLES�WHILE�STILL�CONNECTING�THEM�TO�MAKE�A�COHESIVE
COLLECTION���¥LL�SOMETIMES�HOLD�ONTO�A�PARTICULAR�PIECE��FRAME�OR�PHOTOGRAPH�FOR�YEARS�BEFORE

čNDING�THE�čT��IT¥S�LIKE�BUILDING�A�PUZZLE��
VERYTHING�HAS�A�MEANING�OR�CONNECTION��WE�RARELY
ADD�THINGS�FOR�PURELY�DECORATIVE�SAKE���E¥D�RATHER�LEAVE�A�PLACE�EMPTY�TILL�THE�PERFECT�PUZZLE
PIECE�COMES�ALONG�THAT�čTS�FOR�US�

�HRIS��ONESTLY����TAKE�MORE�OF�A�MINIMALISTIC�APPROACH����HAVE�A�FEW�OF�MY�FAVORITE�PIECES�AND
PHOTOS�PROMINENTLY�DISPLAYED�BUT�MY�WIFE�HAS�THE�SENSIBILITY�OF�MAKING�IT�WORK�ALL�TOGETHER�



	O�YOU�TALK�WITH�YOUR�CHILDREN�ABOUT�THE�ART�YOU�LIVE�WITH¢

�ONI���E�DO�TO�SOME�EXTENT��WITHOUT�MAKING�IT�AN�ART�HISTORY�LESSON�YET���HEY�DEčNITELY�HAVE
THEIR�OPINIONS�ABOUT�PIECES��WHICH�THEY�LIKE�AND�WHY���HEY¥RE�OBSERVANT�OF�OTHER�ART�WHEN
WE¥RE�OUT�AND�ABOUT��RECOGNIZING�SIMILAR�PIECES���E�TRY�NOT�TO�EMPHASIZE�THE�MONETARY�VALUE
OF�THE�PIECES¸WE�DON¥T�WANT�THEM�TO�THINK�OF�THEM�AS�PRECIOUS¸ALLOWING�THEM�TO�BE
OBJECTIVE����FEEL�IT¥S�IMPORTANT�TO�SHOWCASE�THEIR�OWN�ART�ALONGSIDE���EO�HAD�A�¤KITCHEN�GALLERY¥

SHOWING�ONE�OF�HIS�COLLECTIONS�FOR�SEVERAL�MONTHS�THAT�TOOK�UP�A�WHOLE�WALL��HE�WAS�VERY
PROUD�



�HAT¥S�YOUR�MOST�BELOVED�COLLECTION�AT�HOME��AND�WHY¢



�HRIS���Y�RECORD�AND�BOOK�COLLECTION�ę��GO�TO�BOTH�IN�TIMES�OF�JOY�AND�CELEBRATION�AND�ALSO�TO
HELP�ME�GET�THROUGH�THE�LOWS�

�HAT�DO�YOU�DO�AT�HOME�THAT�YOU�WISH�YOU�DID�MORE�OĕEN�AND�WOULD�RECOMMEND�OTHERS�DO

AS�WELL¢

�HRIS����GET�UP�BEFORE�THE�FAMILY�TO�HAVE�A�LITTLE�TIME�TO�MYSELF�TO�READ�WHILE�DRINKING�COĊEE�IN
THE�LIVING�ROOM����NEED�THAT�PEACEFUL�MOMENT�TO�THINK�ABOUT�MY�DESIGNS�AND�PROJECTS��IT�HELPS
ME�FOCUS�BEFORE�THE�DAY�GETS�CRAZY���HE�LIVING�ROOM�WITH�THE�čREPLACE��DARK�WOOD�AND�ORIGINAL
WINDOWS�SHOWCASE�THE�VIEWS���OOKING�OUT�THE�WINDOWS��SURROUNDED�BY�TREES�AND�GREEN�SPACE�

IS�ALWAYS�RELAXING�FOR�ME�



/PUF�UIF�NJOJBUVSF�QBQFS�EPMM�MJLF�DVU�PVU�PG�$ISJT�BOE�5POJ�T�EBVHIUFS�IPWFSJOH
BNJETU�UIF�HMBTTXBSF�

�F�YOUR�HOME�WAS�AN�ALBUM��WHAT�WOULD�IT�BE¢

�HRIS���ICK�	RAKE¥S��IVE��EAVES��Eĕ�

AVE�YOU�EVER�LEARNED�SOMETHING�THAT�ABRUPTLY�CHANGED�YOUR�THOUGHTS�ABOUT�HOME�OR�HOW
YOU�LIVE¢��HAT�DID�YOU�LEARN¢ę

�HRIS���E�DID�LEARN�THAT�A�PREVIOUS�OWNER�DIED�IN�THE�HOUSE��E�WASN¥T�FOUND�FOR�A�COUPLE�OF
WEEKS�AND�HIS�CATS�GOT�HUNGRY�AND�STARTED�TO�EAT�HIM���UT�THAT�DIDN¥T�CHANGE�ANYTHING���ELL�
ONLY�TO�BE�SURE�TO�KEEP�OUR�CATS�WELL�FED�



�IKES ���DO�NOT�LIKE�THE�SOUND�OF�THAT���HAT¥S�THE�VERY�BEST�ADVICE�YOU�EVER�RECEIVED�ON�HOW�TO

CO�HABITATE�WITH�ANOTHER�PERSON¢

�ONI���HRIS¥S�FATHER�GAVE�US�SOME�ADVICE�WHEN�WE�čRST�MOVED�IN��A�HOME�SHOULD�ALWAYS�BE�IN�ēUX�
�RT��FURNITURE��DdCOR�SHOULDN¥T�EVER�STAY�STAGNANT�

	O�YOU�HAVE�ANY�BOUNDARIES²RULES�AT�HOME�ACCESSING�VIRTUAL�SPACES�FOR�YOURSELF�OR�YOUR
CHILDREN¢ęę

�ONI���E�GOT�PRETTY�LUCKY�WITH�OUR�KIDS��WE�NEVER�HAD�TO�EDIT�OR�CHILD�PROOF�OUR�HOME�FOR�THEM�
�HEY�HAVE�ALWAYS�BEEN�VERY�RESPECTFUL��CONSIDERATE�AND�CAUTIOUS��AND�THAT�GOES�THE�SAME�FOR
THEIR�ROOMS�AND�BELONGINGS�TOO���HE�KIDS�WILL�POST�THE�OCCASIONAL�SIGN�ON�THEIR�BEDROOM�DOORS
THAT�THE�OTHER�ISN¥T�ALLOWED�TO�ENTER�BUT�IT¥S�USUALLY�SHORT�LIVED�



�IND�OUT�MORE�ABOUT��HRIS¥S�LETTERPRESS�WORK�AND��EU�AUS��RESS���AKE�A�STUDIO�TOUR�IF�YOU¥RE
IN��ORTLAND��IT¥S�WORTH�SEEING�HIS�LARGE�SCALE�LETTERPRESS�PIECES��PLETHORA�OF�MUSIC�POSTERS��AND
UNIQUE�COLLECTION�OF�TOOLS¸IN�PERSON��
ACH�OBJECT�THAT��HRIS�USES�TO�MAKE�LETTERPRESS�PRINTS�IS

IMBUED�WITH�CARE�AND�USE��AND�IS�»AT�LEAST�TO�MY�HYPER�SENSITIVE�SELF¼�LOADED�WITH�ENERGETIC
PRESENCE�

�YPE�»NOUN¼

�RIGINATING�IN�THE�LATE�ÑÕTH��ENTURY��TYPE�MEANS�«SYMBOL��EMBLEM�«�FROM��ATIN�TYPUS�«čGURE�

IMAGE��FORM�«�FROM�THE��REEK�TYPOS��MEANING�«A�BLOW��DENT��IMPRESSION��MARK��čGURE�IN�RELIEF�
IMAGE��STATUE��ANYTHING�WROUGHT�OF�METAL�OR�STONE��GENERAL�FORM��CHARACTER��OUTLINE��SKETCH�«

�HE�ROOT�OF�TYPOS�IS�TYPTEIN��MEANING�«TO�STRIKE��BEAT�«

�S�EARLY�AS�Ñ×ÑÓ��THE�NOUN�¦TYPE§�WAS�EXTENDED�AS�THE�INVENTION�OF�PRINTING�BLOCKS�MADE�OF
METAL�OR�WOOD�CAME�INTO�USE���OW�LETTERS�OR�CHARACTERS�CARVED�ON�THEIR�FACES��USUALLY�IN�RELIEF�

ADAPTED�FOR�LETTERPRESS�PRINTING�USAGE��ALSO�WERE�KNOWN�AS�¤TYPES�¥

�Y�ÑØÔÒ��IN�
NGLISH��TYPE�CAME�TO�MEAN�¦GENERAL�FORM�OR�CHARACTER�OF�SOME�KIND�§

�Y�ÑØØØ��TYPE�ALSO�WAS�USED�AS�A�VERB��MEANING�¦TO�WRITE�WITH�A�TYPEWRITER§���T¥S�WILD�TO�THINK
THAT�AS�NEW�TECHNOLOGIES�WERE�INVENTED¸A�HANDWRITTEN�SYMBOL��REPLACED�BY�A�PRINTING�BLOCK�
AND�THEN�A�LITTLE�TYPEWRITER�STAMP¸THE�WORD�ITSELF�CHANGED�MEANING��HOWEVER���N�ÑØÓÖ�TYPE
MEANT�«TO�SYMBOLIZE�«��HIS�ORIGIN�OF�SYMBOLIZE�CAN�BE�TRACED�BACK�THREE�HUNDRED�YEARS��TO�ÑÕÙÐ�

WHEN�IT�SEEMS�TO�HAVE�MEANT�«TO�FORESHADOW�§

�ORDS�TELL�SUCH�STORIES��DON¥T�THEY¢��HEY�ARE�ENDLESSLY�CHANGING��AS�IS�OUR�TECHNOLOGY�



��SPACE�THAT��LIKE�A�GOOD�TOOL��WILL�HOLD�UP�THROUGH�MANY�DECADES��IMPROVE�WITH�TIME��DEVELOP
PATINA��AND�MAKE�YOU�CURIOUS�ABOUT�THE�ERAS�BEFORE�YOUR�OWN���HE�BEST�ARCHITECTURE�WILL
OUTLIVE�US���N�THAT�SENSE��BUILDINGS��ROOMS��AND�EVEN�FURNITURE�MAY�HAVE�AN�ANIMISTIC

SENSIBILITY�OR�SPIRT��SOMETHING�THE�	UTCH�TREND�FORECASTER�AND�TEXTILE�DESIGN�ACADEMIC��IDEWIJ

DELKOORT�BELIEVES�AS�WELL��ER�CALM��METERED�CONVERSATION�ABOUT�INTELLIGENT�DESIGN�ON�THE
�IME��ENSITIVE��ODCAST�ABSOLUTELY�DELIGHTED�ME�WITH�IT¥S�WISDOM�AND�DIRECTNESS����REALLY�FEEL
LIKE�YOU¥RE�GOING�TO�LIKE�THIS�ONE�

�OR�FURTHER�DELIGHT����RECOMMEND�VIEWING�THE�UNGARIAN��ILM��Y��WENTIETH��ENTURY��STREAMING

ON��ANOPY���T¥S�A�WHIMSICAL��EVOCATIVE�čLM�ABOUT�SEPARATED�TWIN�SISTERS�ABOARD�THE��RIENT

XPRESS�ON��EW��EAR¥S�
VE�IN�ÑØÙÙ��A�CENTURY�THAT�FULLY�REALIZED�THE�USE�OF�ELECTRICITY�AS�WELL�AS
THE�INVENTION�OF�THE�RAILROAD��TELEGRAM��CINEMA��AND�YES��THE��ANDERCOOK�LETTERPRESS¸CREATIONS
THAT�CHANGED�HOW�WE�PERCEIVE�AND�ENGAGE�WITH�SPACE��TIME��PLACE�AND�INFORMATION²STORY���Y
�WENTIETH��ENTURY�WAS�RELEASED�IN�ÑÙØÙ��WHEN��OCIALIST�RULE�IN�UNGARY�TRANSITIONED�TO
DEMOCRACY¸ANOTHER�TRANSFORMATIVE�THRESHOLD�

�Y�LAST�RECOMMENDATION�THIS�MONTH��ESPECIALLY�IF�YOU¥RE�INTERESTED�IN�UNDERSTANDING�SPATIAL
DYNAMICS��DESIGN�AND�BOOK�OR�PRINTMAKING��IS�TO�LOOK�INTO��ORTUNATO�	EPERO�AND�HIS�ÑÙÒ×
MASTERPIECE�OF�GRAPHIC�DESIGN�AND�BOOKMAKING¸	EPERO��UTURISTA���HRIS�HAS�A�COPY�OF�IT�FRONT
AND�CENTER�IN�HIS�LIVING�ROOM��AND�TOLD�ME�IT¥S�WHERE�MUCH�OF�HIS�INSPIRATION�IS�BORN�ON�HIS
QUIET�MORNINGS�AT�HOME�BEFORE�WORK���T�TOO�MADE�MY�JAW�DROP�AND�MY�HANDS�SHAKE�WITH�A

SERIOUS�DOSE�OF�BEAUTY���ADLY��IT¥S�OUT�OF�PRINT��BUT¸HERE�YOU�CAN�ENJOY��AT�LEAST�VIRTUALLY��ITS
GORGEOUS�SPREADS�AND�INNOVATIVE�SPATIAL�CONCOCTIONS�

�NTIL�NEXT�TIME�
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